
 

Babbé LLP’s Head of Trusts and Pensions, Nicholas 

Donnithorne, is proud to serve as a trustee of Lawyers 

Without Borders UK: a non-profit organisation 

promoting the Rule of Law and human rights projects 

around the world. 

 

In this Sanctions Update, Nick and his colleague 

Bryan Little share a summary of the new guidance 

released by the Office of Financial Sanctions 

Implementation (“OFSI”) for charities and non-

governmental organisations (“NGOs”).  This 

information will be important for anyone involved in 

the non-profit sector, particularly when operating in 

areas where financial sanctions are in force. 

 

Introduction 

 

The OFSI guidance for charities and NGOs takes the 

form of an 11 page Fact Sheet and FAQs (the 

“Guidance”).   A link to the Guidance can be found 

here. 

 

The Guidance was published by the OFSI following a 

number of requests for assistance in understanding 

the UK sanctions regime generally, coming mostly 

from smaller charities and NGOs, and particularly 

those whose mandate is to provide humanitarian aid.  

 

General guidance 

 

The Guidance confirms that the UK sanctions regime 

applies to all charities and NGOs, as well as to 

individuals operating within those organisations.  

However, given the nature of the work done by many 

UK charities and NGOs (particularly in providing 

humanitarian aid in areas such as the Middle East 

and Africa) they may under appropriate 

circumstances be granted a licence, or rely on 

exceptions under the law, in order to deal with 

sanctioned individuals and regimes.   

 

If UK charities or NGOs suspect they are dealing with 

a sanctioned organisation or individual (or a non-

sanctioned group or individual that is “controlled” by a 

sanctioned group or individual), they are advised to 

consult the ‘consolidated list’ of sanctions targets 

maintained on the OFSI’s website. That list can be 

found here. 

 

If a charity or NGO establishes that they are dealing 

with a sanctioned group or individual, they should 

immediately: (1) contact the OFSI, (2) freeze the 

assets or funds of that group or individual that are in 

the charity’s or NGO’s possession, and (3) refrain 

from transacting with that group or individual.  

Charities and NGOs must not accept funds from any 

sanctioned group or individual unless they have 

dispensation to do so by way of a licence or other 

exception. 

 

The Guidance advises that cash or cash-equivalents 

should not be transported into countries in which 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/653168/OFSI_Charity_FAQ_web.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/financial-sanctions-consolidated-list-of-targets


 

organisations or individuals, or the country’s 

governing regime itself, is subject to sanctions.  

Deploying cash in this way puts the individuals 

working within the charity or NGO at risk, and also 

increases the chance that funding may be diverted to 

an unintended recipient.    

 

The OFSI suggests that all charities and NGO’s take 

the following steps to help ensure they are compliant 

with sanctions requirements.  

1. Be aware of the detailed guidance linked 

here. 

2. Assess all aspects of your project to identify 

any partners (i.e. contractors, etc.) that might 

be subject to sanctions. 

3. Tailor your compliance approach to suit your 

project’s needs.  

4. Be aware of financial crime risks such as 

money laundering and terrorist financing. 

5. Where risks are identified, conduct thorough 

checks in those areas (e.g. all points in 

payment chain, or individuals involved in the 

project on the ground). 

 

UK charities and NGOs must be aware of financial 

sanctions imposed by the UK government, the UN 

and the EU in particular, as they are bound by those 

sanctions directly.  However, UK charities and NGOs 

should also be aware of sanctions imposed by foreign 

countries, particularly if operating in or through that 

country, obtaining goods from it, or dealing in the 

country’s local currency. 

 

Licences  

 

If a charity or NGO is planning to engage in activities 

that are prohibited under financial sanctions, and does 

not fall within a relevant exception under the general 

law, then that charity or NGO must apply for a licence 

prior to undertaking the activity in question. Licences 

cannot be issued retrospectively.  

 

Licences may be granted only where applied for 

under a specific category (such as a licence for 

humanitarian activities) and the relevant grounds 

under that category are met.  A full list of the 

categories of licence can be found under table 6A of 

the OFSI General Guidance, linked here.  Licences 

granted often include certain constraints and/or 

reporting requirements.  Often, new financial 

sanctions are introduced that impact upon how a pre-

existing licence will operate, so it is important for 

licencees to keep up with changes to sanctions 

regulations.  

 

All licences are to be applied for by the relevant 

charity or NGO, rather than the grant-maker or donor 

(including where funding is being provided by the UK 

government).  A separate licence from the UK Export 

Control Organisation may be required if a charity or 

NGO intends to export goods from the UK for 

humanitarian purposes.  Licences will not necessarily 

cover every aspect of the project in question, as 

certain activities may be prohibited absolutely (e.g. 

the movement of funds from or to an individual subject 

to an asset freeze).     

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/financial-sanctions-faqs
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/645280/financial_sanctions_guidance_august_2017.pdf


 

 

The time required to process licence applications 

varies on a case-by-case basis.  Cases where 

genuinely life threatening circumstances are involved 

are treated as a high priority.   

 

Financial Services Organisations (“FSOs”) 

 

Charites and NGOs dealing with FSOs should be 

willing to provide the FSOs with the same information 

as they might be required to provide to the OFSI. That 

includes details of planned payment amounts and 

currencies, the purpose for the payment, payment 

route, details of transacting individuals (including 

beneficiaries), accounting treatments, the origin and 

destination of cargo and any prior licences obtained 

and/or due diligence collected.  

 

Charities and NGOs should transact using regulated 

banks and financial institutions wherever possible.  

However, simply because a charity or NGO has 

obtained a licence to undertake a given activity, does 

not mean that they will necessarily be permitted to 

open or maintain a bank account for that purpose.  An 

OFSI licence itself does not compel any bank to open 

an account for a charity or NGO.  Rather, this is 

determined by the bank in its discretion based on its 

internal compliance requirements.  

 

In those circumstances, charities or NGOs may seek 

to use hawala payment chains.  Using hawala 

payment chains is acceptable, but it is inherently 

higher risk than using banks.  If hawala payments 

must be used, then the charity or NGO should 

obtain as much information as possible about the 

hawala provider and payment route prior to making 

the payment.  

 

For further information on the role of the UK 

sanctions regime as it applies to charities and 

NGOs, contact Babbé LLP. 

 

 


